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Competitive Integration of Visual and Preparatory Signals in
the Superior Colliculus during Saccadic Programming
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Efficient behavior requires that internally specified motor plans be integrated with incoming sensory information. Motor preparation
and visual signals converge in the intermediate and deep layers of the superior colliculus (SC) to influence saccade planning and
execution; however, the mechanism by which these sometimes conflicting signals are combined remains unclear. We studied this issue by
presenting visual distractors as monkeys prepared saccades toward an upcoming target whose timing and location were fully predictable.
Monkeys made more distractor-directed errors when the spatial location of visual distractors more closely coincided with the saccadic
goal. Concomitant pretarget activity of SC visuomotor neurons, whose response fields were centered on the saccadic goal, was similarly
increased by the presentation of nearby distractors and inhibited by the presentation of distant distractors. Finally, subthreshold microstimulation of the SC shifted the pattern of distractor-directed errors away from the saccadic goal toward that specified by the site of
stimulation. Together, our results suggest that the likelihood of saccade generation is influenced by the spatial register of internal motor
preparation signals and external sensory signals across the topographically organized SC map.
Key words: saccade; superior colliculus; motor preparation; motor control; sensorimotor integration; target selection

Introduction
Athletes employ deceptive feints in an effort to lure their opponents into choosing a particular action among many possible
alternatives. These ploys can become overwhelmingly effective in
eliciting a response, however, when an opponent is preparing
only one course of action. For example, before the ball is put in
play, a runner in baseball and a lineman in American football are
preparing the motor programs necessary for lunging forward to
steal a base and initiate a tackle, respectively. Rules in both sports
deter the opposing team from unfairly triggering these actions
with misleading (“balking”) or early (“false start”) sensory cues.
Using a behavioral task analogous to these examples, the goal of
this study is to uncover some of the principles by which the primate nervous system combines internal plans with incoming sensory stimuli to generate motor behaviors.
Within the visual-saccadic system, it is well established that
both the properties of sensory stimuli and internal goals are used
to select which of many targets to foveate, yet little is known about
how these signals are combined in the neural substrate. Computational models based on a competitive integration mechanism
have been able to account for effects on saccadic endpoint, trajectory, and latency that occur when these two classes of signals
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are combined (Kopecz, 1995; Trappenberg et al., 2001; Usher and
McClelland, 2001; Godijn and Theeuwes, 2002).
We hypothesize that the intermediate layers of the superior
colliculus (SC) form a neural substrate in which sensory signals
and internal goals are integrated for movement selection. SC neurons receive a wide variety of sensory, motor, and cognitive inputs
from both cortical and subcortical areas and send commands to the
brainstem saccade generating circuitry (Wurtz et al., 2000). Signals
associated with the presentation of visual stimuli are encoded as
transient bursts of action potentials, whereas the planning of the
metrics and timing of upcoming saccades are encoded as lowfrequency activity (Glimcher and Sparks, 1992; Dorris et al., 1997;
Basso and Wurtz, 1998; Dorris and Munoz, 1998).
To test the functionality of the SC properties outlined above,
we trained monkeys on a novel biased distractor task (see Fig. 1)
in which both motor preparation and visual signals interact during saccade programming. As monkeys prepared a saccade toward an upcoming target whose location and timing were prespecified, we probed the system with an abrupt onset visual
distractor that could appear at one of many locations. We found
that the pattern of activity recorded extracellularly from the SC
correlated to the pattern of distractor-directed saccadic errors.
Furthermore, this pattern of saccadic errors was lawfully affected
when SC activity was altered with low-level microstimulation.
Together, our results suggest that the selection of saccades is
strongly influenced by the spatial register of internal motor preparation signals and external sensory signals across the intermediate layers of the SC map.

Materials and Methods
Subjects and physiological procedures. We recorded the extracellular activity of single neurons and applied electrical microstimulation in the inter-
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mediate layers of the SC of two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta)
weighing between 7.0 and 9.5 kg each. All procedures were approved by
the Queen’s University Animal Care Committee and complied with the
guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care. Animals were under
the close supervision of the university veterinarian. Physiological recording techniques as well as the surgical procedures have been described
previously (Munoz and Istvan, 1998).
Experimental procedures. Behavioral paradigms, visual displays, delivery of liquid reward, and storage of both neuronal discharge and eye
movement data were under the control of a personal computer running
a real-time data acquisition system (REX) (Hays et al., 1982). REX controlled the presentation of the visual stimuli through digital-to-analog
converters that moved mirror galvanometers (General Scanning, Watertown, MA) in orthogonal planes. Separate mirrors could independently
control the location of a red (5 cd/m 2) and a green (0.05 cd/m 2) lightemitting diode on the translucent screen in front of the monkey. Horizontal and vertical eye and mirror positions were digitized at 500 Hz. Eye
position was sampled at 500 Hz using the magnetic search coil technique.
The activity of single neurons was recorded with tungsten microelectrodes (1–2 M⍀ at 1 kHz; FHC, Bowdoin, ME) and sampled at 1 kHz.
Behavioral paradigms. Each experimental session began with targetdirected saccades as we searched for neurons in the intermediate layers of
the SC. Monkeys were required to fixate a central red fixation point (FP)
and then make a saccade to a red target that was presented at various
locations on the translucent screen in front of them. The center of response field of the neuron was defined as the location relative to the
central FP associated with the most vigorous activity for target-directed
saccades.
After a unit was isolated, monkeys performed the biased distractor
task, which was composed of randomly interleaved control (20%) and
distractor (80%) trials (see Fig. 1). During control trials (see Fig. 1 A),
monkeys were required to fixate the central FP and make a saccade to a
red target that always appeared in the center of the response field of the
neuron 300 ms after FP disappearance. Distractor trials (see Fig. 1 B) were
identical to control trials except that an irrelevant green distractor was
presented 100 ms before the red target. Those saccades initiated between
70 and 300 ms after target presentation that ended within the invisible
computer controlled window (usually 3 by 3°) surrounding the target
were defined as correct saccades and were accompanied by a liquid reward. Saccades initiated between 70 and 170 ms after distractor presentation that ended within an invisible computer-controlled window (usually 3 by 3°) surrounding the distractor were classified as error saccades
and were not accompanied by a liquid reward.
On each trial, a single distractor was presented with a 5% probability at
one of 16 possible locations by applying amplitude and direction multipliers to the target vector as outlined in Table 1 and shown schematically
in Figure 1 D. The amplitude multipliers resulted in three hypometric
distractors, a distractor at the target location, and three hypermetric
distractors. For nine experimental sessions, a distractor was also presented at the central fixation location. The direction multipliers resulted
in a circle of distractors surrounding the fixation point at the eccentricity
of the target. For each distractor location, between 7 and 12 correct trials
in which the saccade was directed to the target were collected within a
block of trials. While recording from 17% of the neurons, a second block
of trials with larger or smaller amplitude and direction multipliers were
used to provide additional resolution of the effects of distractors
throughout the visual field (see Fig. 2 A).
Stimulation distractor trials were identical to distractor trials except
that low-level microstimulation was applied during 50% of the trials at a
location on the SC saccadic map at the mirror image location relative the
target (see Fig. 1C), and the distractor locations differed slightly to provide additional resolution near the site of the stimulating electrode (Table 1). After mapping the response field of an SC neuron, stimulation was
then applied through the same electrode (150 ms duration, 300 Hz, 0.3
ms biphasic pulses) while the monkey fixated the central fixation point to
induce saccades. The stimulation vector was determined by increasing
stimulation current until the saccadic amplitude saturated. In all cases,
the stimulation vector was in close agreement with the response field as
measured during neuronal recording. Stimulation frequency and current

Table 1. Multipliers for determining distractor locations relative to target location
Horizontal
multiplier

Vertical
multiplier

Amplitude series (for biased distractor task)
Horizontal component of
0a
Vertical component of
optimal vector
0.3
optimal vector
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.3
1.7
2.2
Direction mulitpliers (for all conditions)
Radius of optimal vector
0.9
Radius of optimal
0.5
vector
0
⫺0.5
⫺1.0
⫺0.5
0
0.5
0.9
Amplitude multipliers (for stimulation-biased distractor task)
Horizontal component of
0
Vertical component of
stimulation vector
0.6
stimulation vector
0.8
1.0
⫺0.6
⫺0.8
⫺1.3

0a
0.3
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.3
1.7
2.2
0.5
0.9
1.0
0.9
0
⫺0.9
⫺1.0
⫺0.9
⫺0.5
0
0.6
0.8
1.3
⫺0.6
⫺0.8
⫺1.3

a

Used for nine experimental sessions.

strength together were reduced to subthreshold levels such that stimulation by itself never induced a saccade. Currents ranged from 20 to 39 A
and frequencies ranged from 100 to 170 Hz. The frequency of stimulation
was at the high end, but within the physiological range, of pretarget
activity recorded during the biased distractor task (e.g., the neuron in Fig.
4 B fires at a mean level of 130 Hz during this interval during control
trials). Stimulation began at the time of distractor presentation and lasted
150 ms. Stimulation ended 50 ms after target presentation, which was
before target-related information reached saccade-related neurons in the
SC as measured during our neuronal recordings.
Data analysis. Computer software determined the beginning and end
of each saccade using velocity and acceleration threshold and template
matching criteria. These events were verified by an experimenter to ensure accuracy. To quantify neuronal activity, each spike train was convolved with a postsynaptic activation function with a rise time of 1 ms
and a decay time of 20 ms (Hanes et al., 1995). For the biased distractor
task, we were interested in the effect of the distractor on low-level activity
present before target appearance. The effect of the presentation of the
distractor on neuronal activity was quantified as follows:

Normalized Neuronal Activity ⫽ (Dact/Cact) ⫻ 100,

(1)

where Dact was the highest (for increased activity) or lowest (for decreased activity) level in the postsynaptic activation function 70 –120 ms
after distractor presentation and Cact was the average level of activity
during this same epoch during the control condition in which no distractor was presented.
Similarly, the effect of the distractor at each location on the generation
of saccadic errors was quantified as follows:

Percentage error saccades ⫽
number of error saccades/number of
distractor trials ⫻ 100%. (2)
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Results
We recorded the activity of 100 neurons
from four SC of two monkeys during the
biased distractor task (Fig. 1 A, B). Of
these, we collected sufficient data from 28
neurons (monkey A, 12 neurons; monkey
B, 16 neurons) that met our criteria for
inclusion (see Materials and Methods).
The majority of excluded neurons were excluded because they lacked early, pretarget
activity. Neurons coded for saccadic vectors ranging from 1.5 to 30° in eccentricity.

Eye

C

had to occur ⬍100 ms after target presentation
and reach a rate of at least 50 spikes/s above the
baseline at fixation (the 100 ms preceding fixation point disappearance); (2) early, pretarget
activity during the end of the gap period (50 ms
before to 50 ms after target presentation) on
control trials that was significantly greater than
the baseline at fixation (paired t test, p ⬍ 0.01);
and (3) saccade-related activity ⬎100 spikes/s
for saccades into the center of the response field
of the neuron.

Stimulation Distractor Trial
FP
D
T
Stim
Eye
Time

Combining visual and preparatory
processes to influence saccade
generation and SC activity
During each experimental session, a certain proportion of saccades were “captured” by the presentation of the visual
distractors (i.e., error saccades) (Sommer,
1994; Theeuwes et al., 1998) rather than
being directed toward the prespecified saccadic goal (i.e., correct
saccades). The distribution of error saccades as a function of the
location of distractors in the visual field (black circles) is shown
for a typical experimental session in Figure 2 A. Error saccades
were not captured by all distractor locations equally but were
instead directed preferentially toward distractors presented near
rather than distant from the location of the upcoming target
(white circle). We reasoned that this pattern of saccade errors
reflected the manner in which transient activity aligned to the
presentation of the distractors interacted with preexisting saccade preparation activity within the visuomotor circuitry.
To characterize how these visual and preparatory signals interact, we recorded the activity of SC visuomotor neurons as
monkeys performed this task. Like the pattern of saccadic errors,
SC neuronal activity was not influenced by distractors presented
at all locations equally. Neuronal activity and the corresponding
horizontal eye position traces are shown during control trials
(i.e., no distractor presented) and during distractor trials when
the distractor was presented near or distant to the location of the
upcoming saccadic target (Fig. 2 B). Removal of the fixation point
resulted in an increase in activity in saccade-related neurons
across the SC map because its removal acts both as a warning
signal and causes the release of active fixation (Munoz and
Wurtz, 1995; Dorris et al., 1997). Beyond this generalized increase in SC activity resulting from fixation point removal, here
we are concerned with spatially localized increases that vary with
foreknowledge of the timing and location of upcoming saccadic
targets (Dorris and Munoz, 1998). Indeed, a high level of preparatory activity associated with the target-directed saccade is supported by the behavioral observation that nearly all correct sac-

Figure 1. Schematic of biased distractor task. A, Control trial. B, Distractor trial. C, Stimulation distractor trials. D, Spatial
presentation of visual stimuli. Gray circles represent the relative locations of possible distractors. The dashed circle represents the
approximate spatial extent of an SC saccade-related neuron response field. The green arrow represents a distractor-directed
saccade error and red arrow represents a target-directed correct saccade. FP, Fixation point; T, target; D, distractor; Eye, horizontal
eye position; Stim, electrical microstimulation; SRT, saccadic reaction time.

We were also interested in comparing the extent and distribution to
which distractors presented at locations within the visual field affected
both neuronal activity and behavior. To determine the variation in neuronal activity or behavior with distractor location, the level of response as
a function of distractor location was fit with a Gaussian function of the
form

R 共  兲 ⫽ B ⫹ B ⫻ exp(⫺1⁄2(⫺⌽)/T⌽ ]2 ),

(3)

where response ( R) as a function of location () [in degrees from the
center of the response field of the neuron (see Fig. 4)] depended on the
baseline discharge rate ( B), maximum discharge rate ( M), optimum
location (⌽), and directional tuning (T⌽) (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985;
Schall et al. 1995).
To convert degrees of visual space into millimeters of SC space, we
used an established logarithmic mapping function of the SC (Ottes et al.,
1986) that allowed us to compare the distribution of neuronal activity
and behaviors in the same coordinate frame.

u ⫽ S ln(1⫹R/A),

(4)

where u is the anatomic distance from the SC foveal representation measured along the horizontal meridian (in millimeters), S is scaling constant determining the size of the SC map along its u axis (in millimeters),
A is another constant that determines the shape of the mapping (in
degrees), and R is the retinal eccentricity of the optimal saccade amplitude (in degrees). The constants were set at the following values: A ⫽ 3.0,
and S ⫽ 1.4.
Neuronal classification. To be included in our analysis, SC neurons
were required to display the following: (1) a transient burst of activity
that was time locked to the presentation of the target in the center of the
response field of the neuron during control trials. We labeled this activity
“visual” because it was aligned to the onset of the presentation of stimuli
in the response field of the neuron, although we are cognizant that this
burst of activity has the potential to trigger a saccade if robust enough
(Edelman and Keller, 1996; Dorris et al., 1997). This increase in activity
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cades were initiated with extremely short
reaction times (⬃100 ms), in the range of
express saccades (Paré and Munoz, 1996;
20
Dorris et al., 1997). We hypothesize that
60
the activity we record from the SC associated with the target vector will reflect the
manner in which saccade preparatory signals and visual signals interact across the
40
0
SC map and that these interactions should
correlate with the observed patterns of saccadic errors.
20
Distractors presented near the target
(Fig. 2 B, middle) resulted in both
-20
distractor-directed error saccades (green
eye traces) and target-directed correct
0
saccades (red eye traces). These two
-20
0
20
Horizontal Position (degrees)
types of saccades were reflected in two
peaks of neuronal activity: the first associated with the presentation of the disControl
Near Distractor
Distant Distractor
tractor and the second associated with
the presentation of the target. Segregating this neuronal activity based on
whether it was associated with an error
or correct saccade (Fig. 2C) uncovered
the differential response of this neuron
under these two conditions. Error saccades (Fig. 2C, left) had one peak of
activity equally aligned on both the presentation of the distractor and the generation of the express saccade to the
200 ms
distractor (Edelman and Keller, 1996; FP
D
Dorris et al., 1997). Conversely, correct
T
saccades had two peaks of neural activError Saccade
Correct Saccade
ity, an initial distractor-aligned peak and
a second peak equally aligned on the presentation of the target and the generation of the saccade to the target. The
results from the near distractor suggest
that an error saccade was triggered only
if activity surpassed a certain threshold
level of activity on SC visuomotor neurons (Hanes and Schall, 1996; Dorris et
al., 1997). Indeed, when distractors were
presented in the center of the response
field for all neurons (i.e., at the target Figure 2. Influence of distractor location on the generation of saccade errors and the activity of a SC saccade-related neuron. A,
location), the distractor-aligned peak Distribution of saccade errors directed to distractors throughout the visual field (black circles) relative to the saccade target (white
was higher for error saccades (225 ⫾ 21 circle). The color map is constructed by extrapolating between nearby distractor locations. B, Activity of a SC saccade-related
spikes/s) than for correct saccades neuron during the control condition when no distractor was presented (left), during the presentation of a distractor near the target
(174 ⫾ 20 spikes/s) (paired t test, p ⬍ (middle), and during the presentation of a distractor distant from the target (right). Insets, Relative locations of the fixation point
0.001, n ⫽ 21 neurons with a sufficient (FP; black cross), target (T; red), distractor (D; green), and response field (dashed circle) during each of these conditions. Each tick
mark represents the timing of an action potential, and each row of tick marks represents the activity during a single trial. The
number of correct and error saccades).
waveform represents the average postsynaptic activation function for the action potentials for all trials in each condition. The
The presentation of distractors at loca- vertical gray bars represent the epoch during which preparatory and visual activity are integrated and represent the period during
tions distant from the response field of the which neuronal activity is sampled during subsequent analyses. The red and green traces represent horizontal eye position of
recorded neuron led to a transient drop in correct and error saccades, respectively. C, The neuronal activity and eye traces during the near distractor condition were further
the level of pretarget activity (Fig. 2 B, segregated into error and correct saccades.
right, gray bar). In this case, no error saccades were triggered toward the distractor.
Correlation between neuronal activity and the proportion of
Although activity was not directly measured on the SC map at
saccade errors
these distant sites, evidence suggests that saccade errors were not
To understand further how saccade preparation and visual sigtriggered toward distractors presented at these locations because
nals were combined to influence behavior, we tested whether
there would be little pretarget activity associated SC locations
there was a correlation between SC neuronal activity and the
distant from the prespecified saccadic goal (Dorris and Munoz,
proportion of saccadic errors. The change in pretarget activity
1998).
Saccade Errors (%)

Vertical Position (degrees)

A

B

200 sp/s 10 deg

C
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space. Therefore, to compare these parameters, it was necessary to generate neurometric and psychometric functions that
are expressed in comparable coordinate
2
300
60
frames.
To accomplish this, behavior and neu40
200
ronal activity were plotted as a function of
0
the distance of the distractor from the target, expressed in both degrees of visual
20
100
space and millimeters of SC space. The
-2
distractor-associated variability in both
0
0
behavior and neuronal activity was well
-2
0
2
-2
0
2
Horizontal Position (mm)
Horizontal Position (mm)
described by a Gaussian function (see Materials and Methods) in both coordinate
C
D
Individual Neuron
Sample of Neurons (N=28)
frames as exemplified in a representative
7
experimental session [R 2 ⫽ 0.79 (Fig. 4 A);
6
R 2 ⫽ 0.74 ( B); R 2 ⫽ 0.60 ( C); R 2 ⫽ 0.63
60
( D); all p ⬍ 0.01]. For the remaining anal5
yses, only the 20 experimental sessions in
4
which the location of the distractors re40
sulted in sufficient sampling to allow our
3
optimization routine to converge to a sat2
isfactory Gaussian solution are included.
20
Although the data were fit reasonably well
1
by a Gaussian function, it is plausible that
R=0.77
we were “over-fitting” data that was ade100
200
300
400
-1
0
1
quately fit with a simpler linear function.
Normalized Neuronal Activity (%)
Correlation Coefficient
To rule out this possibility, we compared
Figure 3. Correlation between neuronal activity and saccade errors. A, B, Influence of distractor location on neuronal activity the quality of fit of these functions using
normalized to control activity (A) and the proportion of saccade errors (B). Same conventions as Figure 2 A are shown, except data the model selection criterion (MSC) statisare transformed into millimeters of SC space rather than degrees of visual space (see Materials and Methods). C, Correlation tic, which is derived from Akaike’s Inforbetween normalized neuronal activity and saccade errors for the same experimental session shown in A and B. Each datum point mation Criterion (Akaike, 1973; Sakarepresents the percentage of saccade errors directed toward a distractor presented at a given location. The black line represents
moto et al., 1986). This statistic compares
the linear least-square regression fit to this data. D, Histogram of correlation coefficients for the sample of 28 neurons. Those
the quality of fit of competing models to
neurons whose activity showed a statistically significant correlation with saccade errors are filled gray.
experimental data by relating the coefficient of determination to the number of
associated with the presentation of the distractor at each location
free parameters. Although a Gaussian function would be exin the visual field was calculated for each neuron, as was the
pected to account for more variability in the observed data beproportion of saccade errors directed to each distractor location.
cause it has four free parameters (see Eq. 3) compared with two
The peak (or valley) of activity was sampled 70 –120 ms after
for a linear function, the MSC statistic gauges whether this extra
distractor presentation for each distractor location and normalcomplexity is warranted. Indeed, more variability was accounted
ized to the mean level of control activity during this same epoch
for across these 20 experimental sessions by Gaussian compared
(Fig. 2 B, gray bars) (control condition). Finally, both neuronal
with linear functions [mean R 2 Gaussian vs linear (reported in
the same order as Fig. 4), 0.67 vs 0.55; 0.52 vs 0.47; 0.60 vs 0.45
activity and saccadic errors were plotted in the same coordinates
and 0.59 vs 0.46; p ⬍ 0.05 in all cases]. Moreover, despite more
of collicular space to allow for their direct comparison (see Mafree parameters, the MSC statistic associated with the Gaussian
terials and Methods). This analysis revealed that near distractors
fits were greater than for the linear fits in 60% of the experimental
elicited neuronal activity, and distant distractors inhibited neusessions, suggesting the Gaussian was a superior model. These
ronal activity (Fig. 3A) in a manner that mirrored the distribution
results are consistent with previous findings that have shown that
of saccadic errors (Fig. 3B). For this neuron, there was a statistiGaussian functions describe the interactions between multiple
cally significant correlation between the proportion of saccadic
visual stimuli in saccade-related brain areas (Bruce and Golderrors and neuronal activity (Fig. 3C) (r ⫽ 0.77; p ⬍ 0.01). In fact,
berg, 1985; Schall et al., 1995).
all neurons displayed a positive correlation for this comparison,
Having the data represented in a comparable format allowed
with 19 of 28 neurons displaying statistically significant correlaus to test the hypothesis that visual and saccade preparation sigtions ( p ⬍ 0.01) (Fig. 3D, gray bars). The mean correlation conals are combined as a function of the distance separating them in
efficient for the sample of neurons was 0.52, which was signifithe SC (i.e., millimeters of neural tissue). Convenient shorthand
cantly different from zero ( p ⬍ 0.001).
for expressing the volume of neural activity or visual space activated during this integration process is the tuning width of the
Spatial interactions of saccade preparation and visual signals
Gaussians (Fig. 4). The logarithmic representation of visual and
Our next goal was to compare the spatial interactions between
saccadic space in the intermediate layers of the SC (see Materials
preparatory and visual signals observed in both neuronal activity
and Methods) (Ottes et al., 1986; Robinson, 1972) should transand behavior. However, the influence of distractors on neuronal
late into differences in the tuning width of these interactions
activity was measured in millimeters of SC, whereas the influence
across the visual field that will be tested below.
of distractors on saccade errors was measured in degrees of visual
Normalized Neuronal
Activity (%)

Behaviour

Saccade Errors (%)

B

Neuronal Activity

Number

Saccade Errors (%)

Vertical Position (mm)

A
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Neuronal Activity

Neuronal Activity

A4

300

200

B
R=-0.25

Tuning Width of
Activity (degrees)

B

Tuning Width of
Activity (mm)

2

100
0.88

Baseline
Activity

9.63

0

Baseline
Activity

0

Behaviour

C4

40

20

0
0
5
Distance of Distractor
from Target (mm)

0

20
Distance of Distrac tor
from Target (degrees)

Figure 4. Neurometric and psychometric functions constructed from a single experimental
session. A, B, Neurometric functions. Neuronal activity as a function of the distance of the
distractor from the target plotted in SC space (A) and visual space (B). The average baseline
activity during control trials in which no distractor was presented is denoted by the horizontal
dashed line. C, D, Psychometric functions. The percentage of error saccades as a function of the
distance of the distractor from the target plotted in SC space (C) and visual space (D). Each
datum point is the average of the trials with the same distractor location. The square data points
represent the case when the distractor was presented at central fixation. The thick black lines
represent the Gaussian fits to these data (see Materials and Methods). The thin black lines with
inset numbers represent the tuning width of each Gaussian.

First, we tested whether neuronal tuning widths varied with
the location of the saccadic goal. The tuning widths of neuronal
activity remained relatively constant, at 0.88 ⫾ 0.05 mm of SC
space, as the location of the saccadic target (or equivalently, the
center of the response field of the neuron) increased in eccentricity (Fig. 5A) [r ⫽ ⫺0.25, Fisher’s r to z test, not significant (n.s.)].
When these neuronal tuning widths were represented in degrees
of visual space, however, there was a significant positive correlation with target location across the visual field (Fig. 5B) (slope,
0.57; r ⫽ 0.85; p ⬍ 0.01). Therefore, neuronal tuning widths
appear to activate a constant volume of neural tissue in the SC,
which, because of the logarithmic scaling of the SC map, translates into increasing representation of the affected visual field
with larger eccentricities.
Second, we tested whether the behavioral tuning widths varied with the location of the saccadic goal. The results mimicked
those found with neuronal tuning widths. When plotted in SC
space, the behavioral tuning widths remained relatively constant
at 0.97 ⫾ 0.11 mm as the location of the target varied across the
visual field (Fig. 5C) (r ⫽ 0.16, n.s.). When the same behavioral
tuning widths were plotted in visual space, there was a significant
positive correlation with target location across the visual field
(Fig. 5D) (slope, 0.36; r ⫽ 0.67; p ⬍ 0.01). These patterns of
behavioral tuning widths are again compatible with an underlying mechanism whereby a constant volume of tissue is activated
across the logarithmic representation of the SC map.
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Figure 5. Comparison of neurometric and psychometric tuning widths across SC and visual
space for all sessions. A, B, Neuronal tuning widths as a function of target location in SC (A) and
visual (B) space. C, D, Psychometric tuning widths as a function of target location in SC (C) and
visual (D) space. Each datum point represents the tuning width of neuronal activity or behavior
collected from a single experimental session. The black lines represent the linear least-square
regressions. Statistically significant regressions ( p ⬍ 0.01) are denoted with an asterisk. E, F,
Comparison of neurometric and psychometric functions in common coordinate frames. E, A
relatively constant volume of neuronal activity (mean tuning width, 0.97 mm) and saccadic
errors (mean tuning width, 0.88 mm) was activated by distractors when plotted in SC space. F,
The tuning widths of neuronal activity and behavior covary when plotted in visual space.

Finally, we compared directly the neurometric and psychometric functions in the same coordinate frames. If visual and
motor preparation signals are integrated at the level of the SC in a
manner that impacts behavior, both neurometric and psychometric functions must be related when plotted in the same coordinate frames. Indeed, when represented in SC space, neuronal
and behavioral tuning widths remained relatively constant, and
these distributions did not differ from each other (Fig. 5E) (r ⫽
0.02, n.s.; paired t test, n.s.). When represented in visual space,
neuronal and behavioral tuning widths covaried (Fig. 5F ) (slope,
0.47; r ⫽ 0.58; p ⬍ 0.01). This correspondence between neurometric and psychometric functions suggests that visual and motor preparation signals are combined to activate a constant volume of collicular tissue, which translates into behavioral effects
that scale with the eccentricity of the saccadic goal.
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percentage of error saccades directed to
the distractor is plotted in SC coordinates.
However, during nonstimulated distractor trials (Fig. 6 A), error saccades were directed toward distractors presented near
the target location. During stimulation trials (Fig. 6 B), the proportion of error saccades directed toward distractors presented near the stimulation site increased,
and the proportion directed toward the
prespecified goal decreased. Critically,
these saccade errors were not caused solely
Horizontal Position (mm)
by the application of stimulation because
Horizontal Position (mm)
saccades were not triggered toward the
Figure 6. Application of subthreshold microstimulation affects the distribution of saccadic errors. A, B, Influence of distractor stimulation vector in the absence of a dislocation on the pattern of saccade errors during interleaved distractor (A) and stimulation distractor (B) trials during a single tractor (i.e., during control trials with
experimental session. The gray circle represents the location of the stimulation electrode (gray triangle) within the SC determined
stimulation). These results suggest that
by the vector of the saccade elicited by suprathreshold stimulation. Note the different scaling of the color maps in A and B.
stimulation increased the low-frequency
SC activity surrounding the electrode, but
Direct test of SC involvement in saccade selection
additional visual input provided by the presentation of the disAlthough we demonstrated correlations between the level and
tractor was necessary to ultimately surpass saccadic threshold.
distribution of SC neuronal activity and saccadic behaviors durThis stimulation-biased distractor task was performed at 18
ing the integration of visual and motor preparation signals, these
stimulation sites in four SCs of three monkeys. At 10 of those
correlations do not establish a causal link between this neuronal
sites, both sufficient data were obtained and stimulation was preactivity and behavior. Receptive fields that are Gaussian-shaped
sumed to be subthreshold because of the absence of stimulationand whose size scale with target eccentricity are fairly ubiquitous
induced saccades during control trials in which no distractor was
features in brain areas involved in visuosaccadic processing.
presented. More saccadic errors were directed to the distractor
Therefore, to establish a causal link that changes in baseline acpresented near the site of the stimulating electrode during stimtivity within the intermediate layers of the SC are involved in the
ulation (27.5 ⫾ 4.8%) than nonstimulation (11.2 ⫾ 6.5%) trials
observed behavior, we used a stimulation-biased distractor task
(paired t test, p ⬍ 0.001). The percentage of error saccades di(Fig. 1C). This task was nearly the same as the biased distractor
rected toward distractors presented near the stimulating electask (for details, see Materials and Methods and Table 1), except
trode on stimulation trials (27.5 ⫾ 4.8%) was less than was dithat randomly, on half of the trials, low-frequency, subthreshold
rected to distractors presented near the target location during
microstimulation was applied to the SC intermediate layers at a
nonstimulation (73.0 ⫾ 9.4%) trials ( p ⬍ 0.001). This observalocation coding a saccadic vector that was the mirror image of the
tion likely was the result of microstimulation-induced activity
prespecified saccadic goal. This microstimulation was meant to
that did not mimic precisely endogenous preparatory activity in
mimic the low-frequency preparatory activity recorded from
the SC; microstimulation itself is artificial in nature, and we used
neurons in advance of the highly predictable saccadic target durfairly conservative stimulation parameters (see Materials and
ing the biased distractor task (Fig. 2 B, pretarget activity) at a
Methods). Finally, there were more saccade errors directed todistant SC site to determine whether this influenced the pattern
ward the distractor presented at the target location during nonof error saccades.
stimulation (73.0 ⫾ 9.4%) than stimulation (25.9 ⫾ 9.4%) trials
We hypothesized that the observed pattern of saccadic errors
( p ⬍ 0.001). Overall, the results from these stimulation experiduring the biased distractor task resulted, in large part, from the
ments extend our neurophysiological findings to provide causal
pattern of activation across the SC map resulting from the inteevidence that the pattern of visual and preparatory signals within
gration of motor preparation and visual signals. Two predictions
the SC influence saccadic behaviors and that the SC is involved in
follow from this hypothesis that can be tested with the
the network that competitively integrates these signals.
stimulation-biased distractor task. First, during stimulation triDiscussion
als, the number of saccadic errors should increase to distractors
Our results demonstrate the functional role of the SC in integratpresented near the location specified by the site of stimulation
ing visual and motor preparation signals to select among possible
because the distractor-related burst of activity can summate with
saccadic eye movements. Monkeys performed a task involving
the stimulation-induced activity to more easily surpass saccadic
strong saccadic preparation attributable to the fact that the timthreshold. A second prediction, which would provide support for
ing and location of the target was fully predictable throughout a
the SC being actively involved in the process of competitive inteblock of trials (Dorris and Munoz, 1998). Abrupt onset visual
gration, is that the proportion of saccade errors should decrease
distractors presented before the upcoming target were used to
toward distractors presented near the target during stimulation
index this otherwise covert saccadic preparatory process at a
trials. That is, not only should neurons near the electrode be
given location in the visual field by its ability to trigger erroneous
activated by the stimulation, but stimulation would also inhibit
saccades. These preparatory and visual signals interacted at the
the distant SC activity associated with preparing the targetcollicular level to influence saccadic generation as evidenced by
directed saccade.
the correlation between the patterns of distractor-associated neuThe results from these stimulation experiments fulfill these
ronal activity and distractor-directed saccade errors. The funcpredictions. Figure 6 shows the effects of stimulation on the pattional role of the SC during the saccade selection process was
tern of saccadic errors during a single experimental session for a
further illustrated by the altered pattern of saccadic errors resultstimulation site coding a saccadic vector of 4° right and 1° up. The
Stimulation distractor trials

Saccade Errors (%)

Vertical Position (mm)

B

Distractor trials

Saccade Errors (%)

Vertical Position (mm)

A
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ing from collicular subthreshold microstimulation. Microstimulation shifted errors away from distractors presented near the
saccadic goal and toward distractors presented near the location
encoded by the site of stimulation. Together, we conclude that
the degree of overlap between saccadic preparation and visual
signals within the intermediate layers of the SC strongly influences the saccade selection process and that the SC is involved in
the network that competitively integrates these signals.
Saccade preparation biases saccade target selection
These experiments highlight the powerful biasing influence that
ongoing saccade preparation can exert on the processes underlying saccade target selection. Previous evidence of competitive
integration processes during saccade generation comes primarily
from studies in which multiple visual stimuli (a target among one
or more distractors) are presented simultaneously (Schall and
Hanes, 1993; McPeek and Keller, 2002; McPeek et al., 2003).
Competitive integration between multiple stimuli can modify
ongoing saccadic commands through changes in endpoints, latency, and curvature of trajectories (Walker et al., 1997; Edelman
and Keller, 1998; Gold and Shadlen, 2000; Godijn and Theeuwes,
2002; McPeek et al., 2003). The design of such visual search tasks
essentially negates any influence of preparatory processes on target selection because the locations of the distractors and targets
are randomized from trial to trial. Even then, small biases can be
observed in perceptual and motor processes, as evidenced by the
effect that previous trials and experimental sessions have on subsequent neuronal activity and behaviors (Bichot and Schall, 1999;
Dorris et al., 2000; Fecteau et al., 2004; Fecteau and Munoz,
2003). Instead of minimizing these biasing effects, the current
experimental task maximizes them by making the timing and
location of the upcoming target fully predictable (Dorris and
Munoz, 1998; Sommer, 1994; van Zoest et al., 2004). Unlike competition between visual signals, which influence parameters related to ongoing saccades, preparatory signals influence the preexisting baseline activity to affect whether a visual stimulus will
trigger a saccade in the first place (Dorris et al., 1997). Although
extreme in its degree, we argue that the current study describes
the neural mechanisms underlying a more ubiquitous and naturalistic form of competitive integration, in which visual stimuli
and internal goals both contribute to the generation of behavior
rather than a situation in which multiple visual stimuli simultaneously pop into existence without previous expectations.
Temporal and spatial interaction of visual and saccade
preparation signals
Our results provide important information regarding the timing
of the interaction between visual and saccade preparation signals
on the SC map. Preparatory signals in the SC are known to have
slow onset times and can be maintained for several seconds during delay periods (Glimcher and Sparks, 1992; Dorris et al., 1997;
Basso and Wurtz, 1998; Fecteau et al., 2004). Conversely, abrupt
onset visual stimuli result in a burst of activity on SC visuomotor
neurons lasting ⬃50 ms that is putatively related to the transient
facilitation of attention, saccadic eye movements, and saccadic
trajectories that occur toward its location (Jonides and Yantis,
1988; Theeuwes et al., 1999; McPeek et al., 2003; Fecteau et al.,
2004). Under the conditions used here, the interaction between
preparation and visual signals appears to last only as long as the
burst of SC visuomotor neuron activity related to the presentation of the distractor. Distractor-directed errors have very short
SRTs, which show little variability consistent with the proposition that this sensory burst of activity can act as a saccadic trigger
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directly (Edelman and Keller, 1996; Dorris et al., 1997). When the
distractor did not trigger an erroneous saccade, neuronal firing
rate quickly rebounded from the distractor-induced excitation/
inhibition to resume a similar pattern of activity seen during
control trials (Fig. 2 B). This resumption of SC neuronal activity
was also reflected in the SRTs of target-directed saccades after
distractor presentation (mean SRT for target-directed saccades
during distractor trials, 119.4 ⫾ 4.4 ms), which did not differ
significantly from those in which no distractor was presented
(mean SRT during control trials, 132.1 ⫾ 7.3 ms) (t test, p ⫽ 0.14,
n ⫽ 26). Previous work from our laboratory, however, has shown
that excitatory or inhibitory processes can develop in the SC with
longer asynchronies between distractor and target depending on
whether the distractor is predictive or unpredictive, respectively,
of where the target will be presented (Dorris et al., 2002; Fecteau
et al., 2004).
By presenting distractors at many locations relative to the prespecified saccadic goal, we have demonstrated how visual and
preparatory signals are spatially combined within the SC. The
strength of the interaction was strongly excitatory when these
signals were spatially coincident (near), switching to inhibitory as
these signals became spatially disparate (distant). The Gaussian
tuning widths that described these interactions maintained a relatively constant size in collicular space but increased with eccentricity when calculated in visual space (Fig. 5), consistent with the
logarithmic scaling of saccadic vectors on the SC map (Ottes et
al., 1986, Robinson, 1972). The tuning width of the Gaussians
that describe the interaction of preparatory and visual signals
within the SC (⬃0.97 mm) is in close agreement with estimates of
the amount of SC activated by the presentation of a single visual
stimulus (Munoz and Wurtz, 1995; Rodgers et al., 2004; Saito and
Isa, 2004).
Furthermore, these experiments provide evidence against another form of competitive integration proposed to occur preferentially between rostrally located fixation neurons and more caudally located saccade neurons in the SC. This extended fixation
zone hypothesis proposes that distractors exert their behavioral
effects by activating fixation neurons when presented at locations
up to 10° eccentric from central fixation that, in turn, inhibit SC
saccade-related neurons (Walker et al., 1997; Gandhi and Keller,
1999). However, we showed that distractors presented beyond
10° can inhibit SC saccade preparatory activity as long as their
location on the SC map is sufficiently distant from the recorded
neuron (Fig. 4 A, B). In fact, there was no difference between the
mean firing rate of neurons when a distractor was presented at
fixation (31.9 ⫾ 11.9 spikes/s) compared with when an eccentric
distractor was presented at a comparable distance from the neuron on the SC map (31.2 ⫾ 13.4 spikes/s; paired t test, p ⫽ 0.78,
n ⫽ 9) (Fig. 4 A, square vs nearest circle).
A causal role of the SC in saccade selection
Our microstimulation experiments (Fig. 6) demonstrate that
low-level SC activity is causally involved in selecting saccadic
targets and that selection for one target necessarily inhibits the
selection of distant targets. Subthreshold microstimulation resulted in an increase in the proportion of distractor-directed saccade errors toward the location represented by the stimulating
electrode. Although this result suggests that low-level activity on
the SC map is causally involved in selecting the vector for a saccade (Glimcher and Sparks, 1993), it does not address the issue of
competitive integration. However, subthreshold microstimulation also resulted in a decrease in the proportion of saccadic
errors toward distractors presented near the prespecified saccadic
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goal. If there was no competition, both saccadic plans could develop independently, resulting in saccadic errors directed toward
the locations represented by both the stimulating electrode and
saccadic goal. These results, together with those demonstrating
that microstimulation and pharmacological interventions of the
SC alter ongoing saccadic trajectories (Quaia et al., 1998; McPeek
and Keller, 2003) and goals (Carello and Krauzlis, 2004), indicate
a causal role for the SC in the competitive processes involved in
the selection and execution of saccades.
Does the competitive integration between sensory and preparatory signals observed here arise through nearby excitatory and
distant inhibitory connections locally within the SC itself or
through the external pattern of excitatory and inhibitory that
impinges on the SC? A within-SC mechanism is supported by
collicular microstimulation experiments that induce nearby excitation (McIlwain, 1982) and distant inhibition (Meredith and
Ramoa, 1998; Munoz and Istvan, 1998) as recorded within the
SC. Moreover, local competitive integration mechanism has been
the foundation of a number of successful models of SC-mediated
saccade generation (Van Opstal and Van Gisbergen, 1989; Arai et
al., 1994; Trappenberg et al., 2001). An extrinsic SC mechanism is
supported by in vitro rodent work combining photostimulation
using caged glutamate and whole-cell patch-clamp recordings
(Ozen et al., 2004; Lee and Hall, 2006). These studies avoid the
potential problem of stimulating fibers of passage inherent in in
vivo experiments. These experiments failed to find evidence for
nearby excitation or distant inhibition across the intermediate
layers of the SC. Other in vivo work involving pharmacological
activation of the intermediate SC resulted in facilitation of saccadic behaviors associated with the affected site, but there was no
evidence for distant collicular inhibition (Watanabe et al., 2005).
Therefore, the competitive integration observed both physiologically and behaviorally here may be substantiated through collicular– cortical loops (Sommer and Wurtz, 2004a,b; Wurtz and
Sommer, 2004), possibly involving the substantia nigra pars reticulata (Hikosaka et al., 2000). Although the issue of whether
competitive integration arises locally or extrinsic to the SC remains in question, the current experiments clearly demonstrate
that the resultant SC activity is shaped by competitive integration
of preparatory and visual signals in a manner that is closely correlated to saccadic behavior. Moreover, we conclude that this SC
activity is not simply correlational to, but is a functional part of,
this behavior-generating circuit because low-level microstimulation of the SC alters the pattern of subsequent saccades.
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